Wimmen's Comix, an underground comix series, featured the contributions of roughly 100 women in its two decades of existence: 1972-1992. Its preservation in physical and digital archives often prioritises prolific creators, effectively erasing the contributions of a majority of the women, nearly half of whom contributed just once to the series. Through an analysis of this series and its status in archives, this essay examines how archival practices bury visual media. Through studying how this series is organised across a number of archives, I suggest better ways to archive these works that echo their collective politics and honour women's hybrid media forms. In critiquing physical and digital archives, I argue that a feminist politic must govern the structuring of such spaces. To represent this media better, I propose that we embrace the idea of the network as a method for organising these materials in archives.
Introduction
An underground comix series started in San Francisco, Wimmen's Comix ran for 17 issues from 1972 to 1992. Across these two decades, the series emerged as an international venture that contained the work of roughly 100 women of varying generations and politics. In each 36-page issue, numerous women and their disparate styles shared spacewith many of the contributions only a page or two in length. Despite this impressive coverage, Wimmen's Comix never found a wide audience, so it was largely unable to change widely-held perceptions of comix as a male-dominated, misogynistic arena. Over the course of their existence, they struggled to be stocked in women's bookstores and comics shops and also were sometimes denied ad space in publications such as Ms. magazine ('Interviews with Women Comic Artists: Lee Marrs' 1979, 24 ; 'Interviews with Women Comic Artists: Trina Robbins' 1979, 10; Meier 2014, para 9-11) .
The publication history acknowledges these difficulties in an eight-year gap in the late 1970s and into the early 1980s. Following the seventh issue of Wimmen's Comix in 1976, the series was on an indefinite hiatus until its return in 1983, at which point it resumed a fairly regular production schedule with an especially prolific year in 1989 when issues 14, 15, and 16 were released. In the space of the hiatus, Trina Robbins, the most frequent contributor and self-proclaimed comics herstorian, edited a volume entitled The Best of Wimmen's Comix (1979) that featured selections from various issues of Wimmen's Comix as well as from other underground comix such as Tits & Clits and Manhunt. While this collection made these comix available to a new audience, those represented in the pages of the volume were the more known names and a majority of the selections were on the longer side. During the course of its run, no other reprinted collections were published. Combined with relatively small print runs, Wimmen's Comix remained rare and difficult to locate for many readers. The newly released collection of all of Wimmen's Comix from Fantagraphics, which I will discuss later in this article, enormously helps visibility, but it is a variety of archives that kept Wimmen's Comix accessible in the 20 plus years since its final issue in 1992 (The Complete Wimmen's Comix, Volume 1 2016; The Complete Wimmen's Comix, Volume 2 2016). Archives preserve these comix, but how these and other comix are archived falls short in usefully contextualising and representing the politics that structured the production of this series.
Due to their small print runs, these comix exist today alongside rare books in archives. Their preservation is even more important given the fact that many libraries and archives ignored comics in general for many years because of their low cultural status and how they were cast as disposable (Robbins 1996, 63; Pun 2011, para 3) . While creators archives exist in the Billy Ireland Cartoon Library & Museum at the Ohio State University and increasingly in the Rare Book & Manuscript Library at Columbia University, most comics materials within archives are simply the comics themselves assembled alongside other works by avid collectors. Thanks to these collectors, issues of Wimmen's Comix -though often not the complete run -exist in a number of university and grassroots archives across the United States of America, including at Harvard University, Iowa State University, Lesbian Herstory Archives, Michigan State University, ONE National Gay & Lesbian Archives, Pennsylvania State University, Stanford University, University of Connecticut, University of Virginia, Washington State University, etc. In many of these spaces, Wimmen's Comix exists in a collection of underground comix where a hefty dose of misogynist portrayals pervade many of the titles. While this context usefully explains some of the formal barriers that the women were working against in their comix, Wimmen's Comix and other progressive titles get lost amidst this retrogressive cacophony. For this reason, feminist collections of comics, including those at Harvard University and the University of Virginia or lesbian collections at the Lesbian Herstory Archives provide a useful counterpoint, in positioning this series in a genealogy of works that extend out of the underground. In such groupings, one can trace how Wimmen's Comix continues to shape contemporary women's work in the medium. These varying constellations gesture towards the intersectional range of Wimmen's Comix and how it can be understood through a variety of conceptual and formal lenses.
And, yet, overall, the organisation of these archives does not do Wimmen's Comix justice. Many of the finding guides for these collections list the comix by title only, obscuring the numerous contributors that helped bring these works to life. Because collectivity was a feature of many underground comix and not just Wimmen's Comix, this organisation conceals this formal quality. Researchers are left to proceed by title alone and have no way of grasping these networks or of tracking an individual artist in their work across a variety of collectives and titles. These barebones finding guides meet the minimum for making these works discoverable, but there remains hope that archivists might invest time in further cataloging these items in the future. In the following section, I analyse two archives that go beyond this minimum in representing these works and thereby consider what the existing best practices are.
In reviewing how all of these archives operate vis à vis their collections, I take a page from feminist scholars and archivists who discuss how we archive diverse materials. Ann Cvetkovich's An Archive of Feelings (2003) is often the foundation of rich conversations around radical archives and materials that has emerged over the past few years in special issues of journals such as Radical History Review Tortorici 2014, 2015) 2015) , etc. Across a number of these texts, feminist zines of the early 1990s serve as an area of focus for scholars, librarians, and archivists. Because zines as self-produced grassroots media do not conform to mainstream publication information, zine archivists and librarians have developed new protocols for how to catalogue these materials so that important information will not be lost (Miller 2013) . Their modified version of Dublin Core metadata standards dubbed xZINECOREx informs university and grassroots catalogues of zines, including Barnard College and the Queer Zine Archive Project (QZAP), respectively (Miller 2013) .
Like zines, comics present challenges in cataloguing, but they have not been addressed. In her tour de force look at how feminist principles have affected archives, Kate Eichhorn writes, 'A turn toward the archive is not a turn toward the past but rather an essential way of understanding and imagining other ways to live in the present ' (2013, 9) . With this sentiment, Eichhorn suggests that what we encounter in the archives we can make present again in our lives and activisms. While she looks to the outward potential that these archived materials can have, I argue in this article that we can look forward with these materials to the archives themselves -'understanding and imagining other ways' to archive through the examples of the materials themselves. In many ways, zine scholars have done just that, so it is perhaps little surprise that Eichhorn dedicates her book to showing how the presence of third-wave objects such as zines shifts archival structures. By turning to these earlier comix, I consider not only what ways archives can continue to shift, but I also propose new ways to understand and organise this material through methods still being developed by the field of the digital humanities as well as looking back to the tactics that this second-wave material itself employed.
I start with the methods of the field of the digital humanities, wielding data visualisation tools to represent the contributors to Wimmen's Comix in one network. Through this network of creators for the Wimmen's Comix series, I assess the composition of this community. By introducing this visualisation at the outset, I aim to describe the publication history of Wimmen's Comix as a network of creators who connect across generations in this shared space. I am in conversation with scholars whose work with Wimmen's Comix has been methodologically infused with informal and formal ethnographies, including Trina Robbins (1999; ), Hillary Chute (2010 ), Sam Meier (2013 , and Leah Misemer (forthcoming). Through this digital method that visualises the women's participation in this series, I intend to not only to set a solid foundation upon which the analysis that follows can build, but to provide a model that might inspire future methods of archival organisation for collectives.
This network began out of the frustration with how this series was represented in archives in ways that obscured the majority of the contributors and the connections between them. So, to get a better sense of the contributors to the two decade run of Wimmen's Comix, I manually tracked these contributors and editors over the whole series in an Excel spreadsheet, then generated connections between these women, and visualised the publication history as a network of connections with Gephi. I related the women to each other on the basis of what issues they published in, which editors they worked with, and what years they published in. What follows is the visualisation of when the women published because it gives a clear illustration of the generational flow within the series (Figure 1 ). In this visualisation, I have consciously represented everyone's name in the same size to acknowledge their equal importance to the collective endeavour, no matter how many times they actually contributed. Such a practice is atypical in network visualisations. Names are often sized according to how many connections they have, leaving only the most frequent contributors visible; this practice is similar to the organising principles of archives that end up obscuring many creators. I make these subtle, representational choices transparent to encourage scholars to question how politics are inscribed in the renderings we produce from our data and in the data sets themselves, and I position this article alongside an emerging body of interdisciplinary, intersectional scholarship on data visualisation, including the work of Jen Jack Gieseking, Catherine D'Ignazio, Lauren Figure 1 . Gephi-generated network visualisation of the Wimmen's Comix series . Klein, Michelle Moravec, etc. (Moravec 2015; D'Ignazio and Klein 2016; Gieseking 2017; Klein et al. 2017) .
Within the world of underground comix and in scholarship on the subject, one female name stands out: Trina Robbins. Robbins not only published in a diverse array of underground publications, but she also became an outspoken advocate for her female contemporaries in the underground, particularly from her position as one of the founders of the Wimmen's Comix series. Paradoxically, Robbins' leadership transforms her into the token, exceptional female artist, whose presence unwittingly obscures other female underground creators. When we look to network visualisations of this series, Robbins, who published in 15 of the 17 issues always emerges near the centre, but many other women profoundly shaped the series over the course of its existence.
Of the roughly 100 contributors to Wimmen's Comix, around half only participated once and around 70% only participated once or twice -either in the 1970s or the 1980s. You see these women sprawled out along the edges of the visualisation. Among these one (and two)-hit-wonders exist a rich field of women cartoonists. We can imagine these women on the edges not as outliers, but as reaching out to other comics times, spaces, and politics. In terms of connections back to the earlier underground scene and counterculture, Willy Mendes, who published 'Another Throb' in Wimmen's Comix #3 (1973), was one of the first women in the underground, who Robbins met while both were working in New York City for The East Village Other. Connecting to other comics scenes, both Lynda Barry and Alison Bechdel, syndicated comic strip artists in the 1980s and well-known today for their longer-form works, contributed two comics a piece in the 1980s. Linking to other politics that would continue to emerge and build in the 1990s, Jennifer Camper, who published two pieces in the late 1980s, was the second most frequent female contributor to the Gay Comix series (1980) (1981) (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) . Joan Hilty, who published in the final issue of Wimmen's Comix #17 (1992), was also a frequent contributor to Gay Comix starting in the late 1980s, which precipitated her own strip about gay life in the 1990s.
In looking at the full visualisation of women put into relationship with each other through the years in which they published in Wimmen's Comix, we see two general clusters -one of blue (left) and green (right) nodes at the top and another, larger set of purple (left), chartreuse (middle), and red (right) nodes at the bottom. These women along the top represent those who published in the first seven issues from the 1970s, while the other, larger cluster represents those who published in the following 10 issues from the 1980s/early 1990s. The seven year hiatus of Wimmen's Comix splits these two clusters, as the reboot of the title in the early 1980s ushers in a new generation of women who were engaging feminism amidst a shifting political landscape.
In every permutation of the data set, these five smaller communities emerge, which gather around specific years of the publication. In the 1970s run of Wimmen's Comix, the first three issues from 1972 to 1973 are in blue (left), while the fourth through seventh issues from 1974 to 1976 are in green (right). What we see here is a cycling through of creators as the decade progresses -as some women stop contributing to the collective, new voices become prominent. Some names occupy the space between these two groups and the three communities of the 1980s; these women are those who published in both the 1970s and 1980s, many of whom have more direct affiliations in node colour with the 1970s and most of whom are among the most frequent contributors. The 1980s splits into three groupings, which roughly -but not exactly -correspond to changing publishers. For most of its run, Wimmen's Comix is published by the prominent underground publisher, Last Gasp, but with the 11th issue in 1987, Wimmen's Comix moves to Renegade Press, publishing three issues there before its move to Rip Off Press for the final four issues in 1989 and 1992. These moves are clearly demarcated in these three clusters, save for the final issue at Last Gasp, Wimmen's Comix #10 (1985) , which groups more closely with those published at Renegade Press. Upon closer inspection, the divisions break down along the lines of the tonal politics of the issues. When Wimmen's Comix reemerges as a force in the 1980s, it first politically contends with the new feminist era with two issues on the twenty-first-century woman and women at work as indicated in the red grouping on the bottom right. Then, just before it moves to Renegade Press, a more irreverent tone is adopted and the next four issues look outward for kitschy and catchy topics: politically incorrect fetish, fashion, 3D, and the occult as gathered in the chartreuse bottom middle. The final four issues at Rip Off Press focus on the interpersonal: disastrous relationships, little girls, men, and kvetch as shown by the large purple group on the bottom left.
In all of these collaborations, each contributor attempts her own variation on the theme, often irreverently putting forth a politics too feminist for the underground and never feminist enough for mainstream feminism. The collation of all of these comix produces a rich, visual archive of personal, lived feminisms, important not simply as artefacts but also as signals of social change. That this network evokes all of this information in the constellation of names here gestures towards the possibility of understanding and thereby archiving these women differently than they have previously been organised.
How we archive Wimmen
The unique and extensive organisation that two archives -Michigan State University's Comic Art Collection and Alexander Street Press's Underground & Independent Comics, Comix, and Graphic Novels collection -employ vis à vis comics merit extended discussion. I will derive the general working principles of these collections from how they represent Wimmen's Comix. While the Comic Art Collection is a physical collection that one can visit, the Underground & Independent Comics collection is a fully online venture. However, both archives employ internet-based finding mechanisms, so we can investigate how these networked approaches serve this image-text material and grasp the collectivity that underlies their creation. Both of these archives move beyond the title-only approach discussed in the introduction, but neither successfully captures the full network of contributors. They evidence Wimmen's Comix as a collective venture, but have not been able to fully wield their network dynamics to represent this community of artists.
One of the most prominent collections of American comics can be found at Michigan State University. Randall W. Scott, who is responsible for the Comic Art Collection within the Russel B. Nye Popular Culture Collection, has spent the last four decades building the collection from 6000 comics to over 200,000 items (Scott 2010, 123) . Across their holdings, Scott asserts that they have 'two-thirds of all American comic books' in addition to international holdings that are also unrivalled in the United States of America (2010, 123) . What's important about their sizeable collection is that they collect single-issues of comic books rather than just reprinted collections of comics, which often strip out contextual information such as advertisements, readers' letters, and sometimes even covers. In an article about the collection, Scott describes the intent of the collection: 'We want to be the biggest and the most organised library of comics, and the one most likely to have everything that a comics scholar might want to read ' (2010, 123) . Because of this focus, Scott spends the bulk of his article discussing cataloguing practices and the importance of these methods.
For over the past decade, this organisation has extended onto the internet with an online index of the holdings. This impressive networked index emphasises the human element of the digital humanities as it is single-handedly built by Scott. On the main page of the alphabetical index, a notice at the bottom of the page notes: 'A different part of this index is updated each week by the Collector, Cataloger, Indexer, Keyboarder, and Page Editor: Randall W. Scott' (Scott 2016b). As you navigate through the index, you find Scott's name at the bottom of each page, accompanied by a date that denotes the last edit or addition to the page in question. An overarching log of updates lists monthly updates for the past year and yearly updates going back to July 2003 (Scott 2016a ). Yet, this project does not exist in isolation. With Scott acting as an advocate for collaborative cataloguing efforts, Michigan has been 'sharing cataloging information' with Ohio State University and Bowling Green State University, which both also have extensive holdings (Scott 2010, 124) . The online index also notes that Michigan is 'cooperating in other indexing projects, especially: the Grand Comic-Book Database and the Comics Research Bibliography' (Scott 2016b) .
While this online index is impressive, especially since its upkeep is largely due to the efforts of one person, it is neither complete nor systematic in terms of its coverage. Total coverage may be an impossible task, since one comic alone could involve more than a dozen creators whose work would need cataloging in addition to the indexing of the title itself. The representation of Wimmen's Comix on the online index bears proof of this fact. If you alphabetically navigate to the Ws, you find that Wimmen's Comix has a prominent header announcing that it is a 'women's underground anthology' (Scott 2007) . Headers help group together topics in the online index that have numerous entries. What's under this header is pretty comprehensive in terms of the series and assorted references to Wimmen's Comix in other works. The representation of the series itself is thorough -the top item catalogues the series itself and notes that the collection holds all 17 issues, which are listed in detail following this entry. For each of the 17 entries that follow, we are given not only the title and issue number -the only available information for a number of collections -but also the year that the issue was released, the theme of the issue, the contents of the issue, and the relevant call number. For the contents, each story's title and its page numbers are listed, so you can get a sense of the range of topics covered in each issue. What's not listed are any of the names associated with any single issue -neither the editors nor the contributors. While creators' contributions are arguably indexed separately by name, so their exclusion here makes some sense, the work of editorship is not catalogued elsewhere. This absence of recognition for editorial labour undercuts the significance of this task, the importance of these collective politics, and how these women shaped the work contained within.
Where it really breaks down is at the level of the personal network surrounding those titles. Many women who contributed to Wimmen's Comix do not have their contributions indexed under their name and in some cases are not indexed at all in the database. This absence happens across all of the issues of Wimmen's Comix, so it is not as if some issues are fully indexed while others remain incomplete. This lack of full representation across the series prevents researchers from engaging a complete view of the community of Wimmen's Comix. One might surmise that the most known names would be better indexed and while it is true in some cases, it rings false for some of the most prolific contributors to Wimmen's Comix, including Lee Binswanger and Leslie Ewing.
Binswanger, the fourth most frequent contributor to Wimmen's Comix, started publishing comics in Wimmen's Comix with their reboot issue, Wimmen's Comix #8 (1983) and then produced a comic for every single issue thereafter. She also co-edited Wimmen's Comix #8 (1983) with Kathryn LeMieux and Wimmen's Comix #13 (1988) with Caryn Leschen. This short overview of her participation demonstrates how integral she was to the Wimmen's Comix collective in its second decade, but the online index reduces her to a mere footnote. When you navigate to her name in the index, you find only two entries that denote where her work is discussed in comics criticism, meaning that none of her own work -in Wimmen's Comix or in other titles -is catalogued here (Scott 2001) . Her spectral presence erases her contributions.
Ewing, who contributed to seven issues across the span of Wimmen's Comix, also started producing work for the title in the 1980s, beginning with Wimmen's Comix #9 (1984) and ending with the final issue, Wimmen's Comix #17 (1992). Although she never edited a single issue, she was one of the 10 most frequent contributors, so her work was significant across the series. When you navigate to her name in the index, her prominence seems more assured, since you are greeted by a header akin to the one that denotes the Wimmen's Comix series (Scott 2004) . However, like Binswanger, none of her contributions to Wimmen's Comix are catalogued here. What you find instead is a full catalogue of her work across the Gay Comix series along with a few entries denoting where she's referenced in comics criticism. So, looking at this list, you would only be aware of her frequent contributions to the Gay Comix series but oblivious to any of her other comics work, in Wimmen's Comix or elsewhere.
These two examples featuring women central to the Wimmen's Comix project across several years demonstrate the limitations of this online index. Despite how extensive this networked finding guide is, only the work of some of the women is discoverable by their names, obscuring many contributors. The shortcomings of this online index highlight the need for more attention to this area of research, locating the artists whose legacies are on the verge of being lost.
Founded in 2010, Alexander Street Press's Underground & Independent Comics collection is a newer venture, but it is no more successful in capturing the network, foundering in ways that Michigan State University's online index for the Comic Art Collection does not. The first online scholarly database devoted to the collection and presentation of comics, the collection features, in particular, those alternative, grassroots comix of the 1960s-1980s that are often difficult to find outside of archival spaces. According to its own records, 'at completion, this collection will include more than 100,000 pages of materials', both primary and secondary, and currently contains '535 series, and 2,581 publications' ('About Underground and Independent Comics, Comix, and Graphic Novels' 2016; 'What's New' 2016). Because this archive is fully online, this all-digital enterprise has the materials and finding guide united in one location.
The amount of material that is already available and that will be available in the future in this collection is pretty amazing, but the ways that you search the collection help ensure that some materials and women will remain more hidden. This collection does not allow for searching text within the comix, nor does it allow for other kinds of searches in order to facilitate discovery within this media. This functionality means that full-text search only returns results of textual reviews and commentary on comics. Moreover, there is not fully complete and separately searchable publication information for what's inside each issue, which means that the contributions of certain creators can be obscured if their contributions are not searchable via a full-text table of contents or indexed by other means within the database.
Of the 17 issues of Wimmen's Comix, only nine are represented in the Underground and Independent Comics collection and none of these are represented fully due to the need for individual permissions because of the structure of collective publishing, obscuring women who actively or passively opt out. When you navigate to Wimmen's Comix #1 (1972), you can see five linked areas of content. The first and last deal with front matter and back matter, but the three in the middle are stories in the issue. Like Michigan State University's online index, these stories are listed by title alone, obscuring the contributors on this landing page. Looking at this presentation of information, we might, then, assume that there are only three stories in Wimmen's Comix #1 (1972), but we would be wrong. Rather, this issue contains nine stories and those that the database has not obtained permission for are simply left unmentioned as if they did not exist. The stories you see here are by Lee Marrs, Trina Robbins, and Sharon Rudahl, all women who were very continuously active in the underground scene and remain active today in comics, but they were not the only women involved in this issue. However, if you click the cover of the publication at the top of the page rather than these linked stories, you can see the entire comic, containing all nine short comix. The unlinked comix are not searchable by author or comic title in the database or discoverable through any other method. Once you fortuitously click the issue cover, you can enjoy stories such as Lora Fountain's 'A Teenage Abortion', or Patricia Moodian's 'The Cyborgs', but you cannot find them otherwise through any means of textual search or indexing. This limitation is especially problematic here because of the lack of clarity that you might be missing something whereas in Michigan State University's collection, you can see all of what particular issues contain when you physically consult the comix. Within this first issue, you might miss two-thirds of the content. For the other issues of Wimmen's Comix in the collection not as high a percentage of stories are unlinked, but across all nine issues 44% of the stories are not linked, discoverable only through the serendipity of clicking the cover image. These unlinked stories contain the work of 38 women, many of whom are not catalogued in the index of artists contained within the collection.
This fragmentation of the comix themselves and potential loss of stories inside is felt particularly with a work such as Fountain's 'A Teenage Abortion' from Wimmen's Comix #1 (1972) . Not indexed by Fountain's name either here or in Michigan State University's online index, this story is important for how it discusses abortions at a historical moment before the national legalisation of the procedure. In a recent article and interview with Fountain about the piece, Sam Meier shows the historical context that informs the piece, including Fountain's own abortion rights activism (Meier 2013) . Because of how both archives catalogue their materials, Fountain's work is minimised and the historic nature of the work potentially lost.
Throughout this section, I have highlighted individual women whose contributions are obscured by the finding mechanisms of both collections, but there are numerous others across the roughly 100 contributors whose work is not fully seen. In order to consider what might be a new way forward, in addition to the network visualisation I introduced earlier that makes all of the names of these contributors visible, I discuss in the following section how the women themselves represented their community. Through presenting these diverse approaches for grasping this network of women, I suggest new ways that archives might handle such collective politics, which do not end up elevating some members at the expense of others, no matter how intentional or incidental.
How Wimmen organise themselves
Across the run of Wimmen's Comix, the women participating always had collectivity on their mind and leveraged different approaches to ensure that all women contributing were recognised. As mentioned in the introduction, the women made space for numerous contributors across the 36 pages of each issue by creating shorter works -often one or two pages. Wimmen's Comix #9 (1984), #11 (1997), and #15 (1989) each boasted 21 contributors, but on average there were 16 contributors per issue across the series. Their collective politics extended to the production of each issue. There was no set editorial collective -although the women local to San Francisco would meet to discuss issues and submissions (Robbins 2016, x) -rather, each issue was helmed by a different woman or couple of women who acted as editors for the issue. Across the series, 21 different women served as editor, and these women often -though not always -correlate with the most frequent contributors to the series. Despite the fact that rotating editorship could result in a wildly different comic, there was consistency across the series, including in how all of the contributors were recognised together in the front matter of the issue. In this section, I will analyse the collective politics and visual rhetoric of this front matter and ask how these evolving forms might help us build new methods of better organising this material in archives.
In the front matter for these 17 issues, the women try out different methods to ensure that all of the contributors are recognised. While they may have more or fewer pages in the issue or have been more or less central to the project of Wimmen's Comix, all are equal in the shared space of the front matter. The transformation of this front matter through several distinct forms evidence different politics for making their collective experience legible. No matter the technique used, all of the contributors are identified in this space. In a few issues -Wimmen's Comix #4 (1974), #6 (1975), #7 (1976), #8 (1983) , and #10 (1985) -the women leverage this front matter to provide extra space for an illustration or comic by an individual contributor, but in such cases, the women's names still appear in a list at the bottom of the page. In the other issues, however, a more considered approach depicts the collective structure that informs the comix themselves.
Three different methods are used across the span of the series, with each approach displacing the one that comes before. In the first five issues (with the aforementioned exception of Wimmen's Comix #4 [1974] ), collective drawings are used to represent the different contributors. Following that, in Wimmen's Comix #9 (1984), #11 (1987), and #12 (1987) , a text-based editorial hails the women and describes each one according to that issue's theme. In the final six issues, starting with an overlap of approaches in Wimmen's Comix #12 (1987), varying sorts of tables of contents are used to denote the women and their work. This last tactic echoes a more standard approach for recognising contributors, not unlike the finding mechanisms that the archives discussed employ. Still, the styling deployed within these tables of contents emphasises the variety of perspectives the women bring more than a conventional table of contents does.
In the collaborative illustrations in the front matter of the first five issues, the contributors draw themselves. This constellation of self-representation emphasises the visual differences between these women's styles, showcasing the diversity of perspectives and abilities that Wimmen's Comix welcomed. As Robbins explained the selection principles for including a particular story, 'We were more interested in giving women a voice than in how professionally they could pencil and ink ' (2016, ix) . In these early years when women encountered difficulty finding other venues for publication, these drawings encapsulate the variety missing from other comix. In each of these drawings, the women imagine their collective structure in a new way -from the representation of a (Figure 2 ). In this rendering, the women discuss the first issue of the comic, with pages plastered on the walls and shared among the women. In this space of work, there's room for the women's children and pets, signifiers of domestic entanglements that often hold women back. Both this room and this collective have ample space where the women can work while also attending to their personal responsibilities. Even a woman with two small infants is able to attend.
In the following images, the women abstract the idea of the collective and identify other ways of conceptualising their community. In the second image from Wimmen's Comix #2 (1973), the women become a network, linked to each other by their work (The Complete Wimmen's Comix, Volume 1 2016, 74) (Figure 3 ). Like the network visualisation at the start of the piece, this networked drawing emphasises that there is not a sense of hierarchy among the women and importantly leaves a blank space in the network that represents 'the whole', the shared space of their collective decision-making. This technologically futuristic rendering is followed by one that nostalgically looks back to childhood. In this third image in Wimmen's Comix #3 (1973), the women displace the group photo of a Girl Scout troop (The Complete Wimmen's Comix, Volume 1 2016, 110) ( Figure  4 ). In revising this photograph, the women gesture towards other instances of women coming together in community, including potentially one's first experience of this phenomenon, manifested in the iconic Girl Scout troop. In the final drawing in Wimmen's Comix #5 (1975) , the women move beyond representing themselves to illustrating their characters, who embody potential readers of the comic (The Complete Wimmen's Comix, Volume 1 2016, 182) . This shift emphasises the positive experience of the collective itself -by giving women space to develop characters, they now have recognisable avatars that can stand in for their work. By making these characters act as readers in this panel, the drawing also emphasises the importance of this larger community supporting this work. Likely because this issue was an international one welcoming in women from a transatlantic geography, not every woman makes it into the frame, but all are acknowledged in a textual list below. Moreover, an extensive list included above the drawing details what other comix titles carry women's work, no matter if the publisher differs. This inventory shows the growing field of women cartoonists, which this collective has helped make possible. The tactic of promoting women's comix titles can be found across other issues of Wimmen's Comix, as well, often at the back of the issue. While no further collective drawings occur in the series, these four emphasise the different shapes that collectives can take. Fitting so many women into each panel is no easy feat, but that these illustrations manage this task emphasises the importance of individuals within the larger collective.
The following text-based tactics put the women's names in proximity to each other in lieu of their bodily forms. The two editorials do this with particular deliberateness as the editors construct a thematically related narrative that brings the women together in one text. In Wimmen's Comix #9 (1984), the 'Women at Work' issue, editor Caryn Leschen returns us to the space of the Wimmen's Comix meeting, emphasising their collectivity by describing how their community works together (The Complete Wimmen's Comix, Volume 2 2016, 334). She relates a meeting where the women discuss the issue's theme and the editorial itself and in recounting this event, Leschen emphasises the difference of the womenfrom the beverages they drink to the opinions they share. A list of the contributors for the issue is included below this editorial, but this list does not sync up with the women name checked in the editorial, evidence of the fact that not all of the women could attend the meeting, particularly now that a number of the contributors were not local to San Francisco. These two groups of names call attention to the multiple senses of collectivity that structure the comic -from in-person meetings to the sharing of page space within any given issue. In Wimmen's Comix #11 (1987), the 'Fashion Confidential' issue, editors Krystine Kryttre and Dori Seda construct an imaginary gathering where all of the contributors can rub elbows (The Complete Wimmen's Comix, Volume 2 2016, 406). This editorial is the textual equivalent of the earlier drawings that displace the collective into another setting, yet employ this alternative to emphasise their core values. Here, Kryttre and Seda envision the cartoonists at a fashion gala, imagining their diverse outfits -from the second-hand to the avant-garde. While fashion was among the 'lighter' themes that Wimmen's Comix covered, this editorial still underscores the women's different perspectives in how they embody their gender through attire. The editorial of Wimmen's Comix #12 (1987) echoes the approach of the 11th issue a page after the first use of a table of contents in the series (The Complete Wimmen's Comix, Volume 2 2016, 444).
Starting with Wimmen's Comix #12 (1987) up until the final issue, tables of contents represent the collective, a definite boon to those wanting to quickly know which cartoonists are in the issue and where. Yet, a collective politic that emphasises the differences among the women underlies this more standard practice. In the tables of contents in Wimmen's Comix #12 (1987) and #17 (1992) , small pictures accompany the listing of each woman's story (The Complete Wimmen's Comix, Volume 2 2016, 443, 622). These images harken back to the collective drawings at the outset of the series by giving a space at the front of the issue for the women's varying styles to coexist. In another table of contents in Wimmen's Comix #13 (1988), a variety of fonts in the list stand in for these individual stylistic differences among the women (The Complete Wimmen's Comix, Volume 2 2016, 478). In some of the final issues, this front matter highlights the geographic diversity of the women, definitively showing how the series reached out of the San Francisco underground to a wider geography and politic, sustaining the series long past the extinction of other underground titles. These disparate geographies are a feature in Wimmen's Comix #15 (1989) and #17 (1992) . In the former, short professional bios accompany the table of contents; these bios share the women's other work in comics and their locations (The Complete Wimmen's Comix, Volume 2 2016, 550-551). The final issue integrates the women's locations into the table of contents itself, giving a quick snapshot of this geographic range (The Complete Wimmen's Comix, Volume 2 2016, 622). Particularly since none of these tables of contents ever approach a standard form, their uniqueness across the series underlines again the ever-shifting groups that shape the series.
While representing this collective is an unwieldly task for the archives in question, the issues of Wimmen's Comix demonstrate a dizzying array of tactics that could be employed. While the textual tables of contents more precisely locate the contributors, the drawings that start the series provide a more tantalising possibility for organisation. While most archives operate with text-based finding guides, these methods do not serve hybrid materials well, which becomes especially evident with digital archives where you cannot separately consult the media outside of the digital framework. The text-based search within Alexander Street Press's collection only parses a small percentage of its material, since it cannot search on text within the images or on the images themselves. As the collective drawings gesture towards, how might we create visual indices, particularly those that -like the networked image in Wimmen's Comix #2 (1973) -allow us to glimpse the larger network structure that underlies such work? Moreover, like the geographies and imagined alter egos of the collective structure, what other methods might we develop to catalogue this material rather than the standard of titles, years, and publication information? These alternative systems of organisation may not yet exist, but the current systems have failed to grasp the collective.
Conclusion
In the past year, Fantagraphics released a 2-volume box set that gathers together all 17 issues of Wimmen's Comix and It Ain't Me Babe (1970), its single-issue predecessor, in one place. The product description on Fantagraphics' website observes, 'Most issues of Wimmen's Comix have been long out of print, so it's about time these pioneering cartoonists' work received their due' ('The Complete Wimmen's Comix' 2016). This understatement deftly gives the rationale for the collection, which makes the series more available than ever to readers, despite a hefty price tag. While this box set brings everyone together, it enforces one narrative of the Wimmen's Comix collective through the inclusion of Robbins' prefatory remarks about the history of the series (Robbins 2016) . While these remarks are illuminating and their presence makes sense since Robbins has dedicated a good part of her career advocating for and writing about women's comics, they present one understanding of the collective that seemingly forecloses other possibilities. The range of comix within the series, more than anything, echoes again Eichhorn's assertion about archives in that these works provide 'an essential way of understanding and imagining other ways to live in the present ' (2013, 9) . Robbins' narrative is but one story and one that has been heard many times across her various volumes of comics herstory (Robbins and Yronwode 1985; Robbins 1999 Robbins , 2001 Robbins , 2009 Robbins , 2013 .
At the end of this box set, a collective moment opens up another possibility as Robbins collaborates with Daniel Germain, Ala Lee, Kim Rost Bridges, Katie Wheeler, and R. J. Casey to produce bios for participants to Wimmen's Comix and It Ain't Me Babe (Robbins et al. 2016, 704) . Many of these bios are fairly robust, but a number include details only for what the women published within these comix, showing the need for further research into the oeuvres of many of these contributors. For three, Carole, Salina, and Severin, their bios conclude with the same pair of sentences: 'The Wimmen's collective has lost track of her full name. It is historical mystery worth solving' (Robbins et al. 2016, 700, 703) . How might these women differently understand or imagine their experience of the collective?
In closely analysing this series and its position within archives, I illuminate the problem of how archives handle, or, rather, dismiss collectivity. While archives are built to both contain personal papers and organisational records, the structure of Wimmen's Comix defies the possibility of there being a definitive organisational collection, since editorship rotated with every issue. Perhaps a sense of defiance is what makes Wimmen's Comix difficult to represent archivally in the first place -the wealth and range of contributors were in one way a response to the misogynistic attitude that pervaded the world of underground comix. This excess of women disrupts archival order. The easy response, which the two best organised archives follow, is to cut your losses and follow the work of a more narrow scope of women within the series. But, with this tactic, we would lose a sense of Wimmen's Comix's richness, since a majority of the women only contributed to one or two issues. We must develop methods to embrace these names that drop off the periphery, infrequent contributors who by their collective majority form the core of the Wimmen's Comix project.
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